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Welcome to Berlin!
lt has been 12years sincewe last met in Berlin. Many years have passed and so even our
friends who already participated in 2006 will have a lot to discover. Many of the construction
sites are gone, some well known buildings have disappeared (i.e. the ,,Palace of the Republic",
the former GDR parliament) and many new landmarks have been developed and completed.
But Ber|in has also become world famous for unfinished projects: in 2006 the foundation stone
for our new central airpoń was laid, opening planned for 2012, and in operation probably by
2019 - a world record as most silent airpoń and a planning disaster.
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The ,,New Berlin" days

deta iI:

Thursday, |,Iiay 24th,201B I Brandenburg Gate & Private Dinnerdinner

Arrival in Berlin and check-in at NH Collection Hotel FriedrichstraBe in
the centre district. ln the afternoon guided walking tour along ,,Unter den
Linden" boulevard to Brandenburg Gate. At 18:30 hrs Welcome Drink in
the hotel followed by transfers for a ,,dinner with friends" in private homes
of members of Rotary Club Berlin Luftbruecke.
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Friday, lVay 25th, 201B l City East & Pierre Boulez Concert Ha!l

We tour the most impońant sights in central Berlin
(previously East Berlin), with specialdedication to
recent building developments. We receive a
special guided tour through ,,Humboldt Forum" the
new building by ltalian architect Franco Stella on the
site of the former emperors castle (with two fronts
in historic design). lt will become a centre for world
cultures, where museum pieces are accompanied
by film, dance, theatre, literature and music, We
also have a look at the state opera after seven years

reconstruction and at the ,,Reichstag", seat of German
parliament. After a traditional lunch at the banks of
river Spree we have time for individual activities in the
afternoon.
The evening stańs with an early buffet dinner at our
hotel before we continue to the pierre Boulez conceń
Hall, also new and already highly esteemed for its
acoustics. We hear Schubert's Lieder sung by tenor
Mauro Peter. After the performance we unite for a
drink and return to the nearby hotel individually.

Saturday, May 26th, 201B I Potsdam & Dino Dinner

Excursion to Potsdam, capital of neighbouring Bran-
denburg state and summer residence of German
emperors. Central attraction is the brand-new Palais
Barberini, originally built in 18th century as copy of
Palazzo Barberini in Rome. The building was destroyed
during WWl and is now an attractive ań museum with
changing exhibitions. After a walk through the gardens

of Sanssouci palace we have lunch in a beer garden.
Back in Berlin, we stop at Kurfijrstendamm Boulevard
in City West, now with new attractions like the Waldorf
Astoria hotel and shopping arcades with zoological
garden view (Bikini Berlin). We also have the oppor-
tunity for shopping at KaDeWe, the biggest and most
renowned luxury department store in old WeslBerlin.
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For our farewell Gala evening we willjoin the world of Dinosaurs in the
Museum fUr Naturkunde - one of the most important research
institutions in the areas of biological and geological evolution and
biodiversity. We will dine in the central atrium where fossils of plants
and animals from the late Jurassic are on display, ln addition we will
see Tyrannosaurus rex, the superstar among dinosaurs and one of the
best-preserved skeletons worldwide. The twelve meter long predatory
dinosaur is the only original skeleton of a T. rex on display in Europe
to date.

Sunday, May 27th,201B I Historic Boat Tour

After breakfast we will cruise on River Spree and discover Berlin and
its historic monuments from a fascinating new perspective. The cruise
has it all: Berlin's famous bridges, the Reichstag, Museum lsland, the
German Chancellery, Charlottenburg Castle and much more. After a
Brunch Buffet on board we return to our hotel and relaxed we make our
way back home.
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Tour Costs:

EUR 780 per person in double room

EUR 210 single room surcharge

lncluded: Accommodation, full board, tours and
sightseeing as per programme,
Not included: Travel to/from Berlin.

Our Hotel:

NH Collection
Friedrichstrasse 96

10117 Berlin
Tel. +49 30 20 62 660


